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Engineering A Partnership
EMCO Chemical Distributors realizes the goal of opening a new
manufacturing facility with the aid of Anderson Pump & Process and
Blackmer® GX Series Sliding Vane Pumps
By Jack Pitts, Blackmer® Regional Manager, Great Lakes
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New 4-inch model ideal for
handling abrasive particleladen liquids
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Blackmer® lists upcoming
2014 trade-show appearances

Creating the layout and outfitting the new EMCO facility was a true collaborative effort between, from left, Joe Cervantes, Pump Sales Engineer for
distributor Anderson Pump & Process; Jack Pitts, Regional Manager for Blackmer® and the Pump Solutions Group (PSG®); and EMCO’s
Mark Serdar and B.J. Korman.

In 1967, after relocating to Chicago, IL, from Boston, MA, Edward Polen was working as
a salesman for the Big Ben Chemical & Solution Co. Polen worked for Big Ben until the
company was sold in 1971, at which time he decided it was time for another change.
This one, however, required a bit more work than just finding a new home.
Now, having moved to the suburbs, and using his garage as a base of operations, Polen
incorporated E-M Co. and began filling chemical orders while packaging chemicals into small
containers. From those modest beginnings, E-M Co.—which Polen renamed EMCO Chemical
Distributors, Inc., in 1985—has grown into one of the top 10 largest privately owned
distributors, blenders and custom packagers of industrial chemicals, specialty chemicals and
fine ingredients in the United States, and the 44th largest in the world, with more than $300
million in annual sales.
By the end of its first year of operation, Polen had relocated his nascent company to a small
manufacturing plant in North Chicago, IL. After four decades of continuous growth at the
North Chicago plant, in 2010 Polen unveiled plans to outfit a new corporate headquarters
and manufacturing facility in Pleasant Prairie, WI, located 14 miles across the IllinoisWisconsin border from North Chicago. Those plans became reality on Aug. 6, 2013, when a
ribbon-cutting ceremony, which was attended by Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker, was held at
the new facility.
Traveling from the Point A of project conception in 2010 to the Point Z of finished facility
in 2013 took large doses of vision, cooperation, communication, patience and hard work.
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Leading the design team for the new facility was B.J. Korman,
EMCO’s Vice President of Engineering. Korman benefited from the
fact that the structure was vacant, meaning he was able to work with
a blank slate when it came to determining the overall layout, from
the location of the tank farms and loading bays to the storage areas
and computer rooms.
“We bought a shell building and put everything in ourselves, more
than 10 miles of stainless-steel pipe, 64 miles of wire, in an area
approximately 300,000 square feet,” explained Korman. “We get our
orders in Pleasant Prairie and create bulk quantities of chemicals,
11,000 gallons on down to five-gallon containers.”
A pivotal section of the new facility is its delivery area complete with
a 25-car railroad siding and side-by-side transport-truck and railcar
loading/unloading docks. To handle the large quantities of raw
materials that are arriving daily, the facility features two bulk-storage
areas, one with 50 tanks and 850,000 gallons of storage and a second
with 17 tanks and 250,000 gallons of storage.
Because of the critical nature of these storage areas, it was imperative
that EMCO identify the right brand and style of pump that would be
used to unload railcars and trucks of raw materials and load totes,
drums and IBCs with finished products. For the answer, EMCO turned
to its long-time distributor partner, Anderson Pump & Process,
Brookfield, WI, USA.
“When EMCO wanted to expand, they knew us and came to me to
ask my thoughts on what pumping technologies to use,” said Joe
Cervantes, Pump Sales Engineer for Anderson Pump & Process.
Specifically, Cervantes recommended the GX Series Sliding Vane
Pump from Blackmer®. Armed with that recommendation, EMCO
finalized an initial purchase order for 74 3-inch GX Series pumps. But
that’s hardly where the relationship and cooperation between client,
distributor and pump supplier ended.
“The reason we went with Blackmer was its partnership with
Anderson,” said Korman. “It was a collaborative effort between all
of us to help in the design of the piping and instrumentation of the

Tasked with designing and equipping EMCO’s new facility were, from left, Stuart Levy, Vice President,
Maintenance; B.J. Korman, Vice President of Engineering; and Mark Serdar, Facilities Maintenance Manager.

system at the new facility. We even went to the Blackmer facility and
worked with them to basically come up with the design of the whole
pumping scheme.”
Because the storage areas were being designed from scratch, Korman’s
team was able to locate the pumps near the tanks, where they would
not need complicated piping runs. When the layout was agreed upon,
Blackmer was able to deliver the pumps as part of an Engineered
Package Solution consisting of the GX pump, motor, coupling and
coupling guard, all of which were attached to a baseplate for easy
installation. Now, after nine months in operation, the GX pumps have
met every expectation and need at the new facility.
“The moral of the story is that if you team up with the right people
and design systems per the requirements, you’re going to get a
great result, and in our situation it has exceeded our requirements,”
said Korman. “We will choose Blackmer in the future and are looking
forward to working with them on future projects. Their reliability and
service have made them a partner forever.”
To read the EMCO Chemical Distributors case study, please go to:
http://www.psgdover.com/assets/blackmer/MC/atk0210-031.pdf.
To view the EMCO Chemical Distributors success story video,
please go to the Blackmer YouTube channel (www.YouTube.com/
BlackmerGlobal) and search for EMCO Chemical.
If you have any possible success stories to share, please contact
Tom Stone at Tom.Stone@psgdover.com.

Blackmer® Extends Options for LGL150 Series Pumps
In response to feedback from distributors and end-users, Blackmer® has refined the types of flange options that
are available for its family of LGL150 Series Sliding Vane Pumps for use in liquefied-gas-handling applications.
Specifically, the pump’s original ANSI flange has been eliminated and been replaced by a four-bolt flange that
allows flange sizes ranging from 1-1/4” (32 mm), 1-1/2” (38 mm) and 2” (51 mm) with NPT or weld configurations.
In addition, a bracket will now be provided to support the pump and motor, while the pump feet have been
removed in order to save weight. An optional installation mounting bracket will also allow the LGL150 pumps to
be bolted in place within the footprint of a Corken FF150 model, for example, without the need to change the
piping since the new flanges will align. Finally, the pump’s relief valve has been repositioned to the center of the pump, allowing for
full-size gauges to be installed on the pump without the need for extensions.
Despite these changes, all of the pump’s internals—liner, disc, vanes, seals, bearings, relief valve, relief-valve spring, head, rotor and shaft—
will remain the same, as will the pump’s performance parameters, from flow rate to pressure ratings.
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Blackmer® Shines At Annual NPGA Show Appearance
There is no more important domestic LPG trade show than the National Propane Gas
Association’s annual Southeastern Convention & International Propane Expo, which
was held from April 12-14 at the Georgia World Congress Center in Atlanta, GA. This
was the 66th year that the NPGA Show was held and Blackmer was exhibiting for
the 57th consecutive time, placing it 10th in longevity among the show’s long-time
exhibiting companies.
At its booth, Blackmer allowed the more than 3,000 attendees from nearly 40 countries
an opportunity to view a number of products that have been designed for use in the
handling of LPG, including the LG, LGL and TLGLF Series Sliding Vane Pumps; LB Series
Oil-Free Reciprocating Gas Compressors; and BV Series Bypass Valves.
In addition, Blackmer was excited to also have on display at its booth Regenerative
Turbine Pump technologies, specifically the RX, R, RC and RB Series models, from
Ebsray® Pumps. Ebsray was acquired by the Pump Solutions Group (PSG®) in May
2013 and is in the process of being integrated into the PSG family of companies as a
“Blackmer brand.” Ebsray’s regenerative turbine pumps have been designed for lowflow, high-head duties with low-viscosity liquids like LPG and Autogas.

The Blackmer booth was a busy place at the National Propane Gas Association’s
recent Southeastern Convention & International Propane Expo, the domestic LPG
industry’s most important event and one that Blackmer was proudly attending for
the 57th consecutive year.

Blackmer® Adds 4-inch Model to XLW Series Family
Blackmer® is now offering a 4-inch model within its XLW Series Sliding Vane Pump family, which joins the existing
2-inch XLW2 and 3-inch XLW3 models. The XLW4 offers maximum operating limits of 190 gpm (719 L/min),
pump speeds up to 350 rpm, viscosity-handling capabilities to 20,000 ssu (4,250 cSt), differential pressures to
150 psi (10.34 bar), working pressures to 350 psi (24.13 bar) and temperatures to 300ºF (149ºC).
Blackmer’s XLW pumps feature ductile-iron construction that has been designed to handle liquids
with suspended abrasive particles. With hardened and replaceable liners and end discs, mechanical
seals, relief valves, springs, vanes and rotors, the XLW pumps are capable of handling liquids with
suspended particles up to 250 microns in size and in 25% concentrations. They can also be tasked for
use on vertical and horizontal bead mills, in solvent recovery and in various oil-handling applications.
All models have flanged ports with NPT and weld options.

Blackmer® Hosts Distributors At “LPG School”
Blackmer® developed what it calls its “LPG School” as a way to bring together
in one setting many of its distributors with the goal of educating them on the
features and benefits that its various families of Sliding Vane Pump and Oil-Free
Reciprocating Gas Compressor technologies can offer their customers in the LPG
industry. Held quarterly, the latest version of LPG School was conducted the week
of March 10, 2014, at Blackmer’s headquarters in Grand Rapids, MI.
On hand were 15 representatives from a total of five Blackmer distributors—
National Energy, Gas Equipment Co., Meeder, Westmor Industries and Mississippi
Tank Company. The group gathered for two-and-a-half days of intensive instruction
in the operation of Blackmer LPG pump and compressor technologies, as well as
hands-on time that gave the attendees an up-close look at the equipment and
various components. These classes are an invaluable tool for distributors who want
to learn more about specific products so that they can take their newly gained
knowledge back to their customer base, which can result in improved sales for
both them and Blackmer.
Contributing their time as instructors at the most recent LPG School were
Blackmer’s Scott Jackson, Doug Chapman, Kent Crawford and Glenn Webb.
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Blackmer® Displays Pumping
Technologies At M-PACT
Held this year from April 1-3 at the Indiana Convention
Center, Indianapolis, IN, the Midwest Petroleum and
Convenience Trade Show (M-PACT) reinforced its growing
reputation as an important regional show for the energy and
convenience industries in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky and Ohio,
with more than 2,000 attendees on hand.

Representing Blackmer® at the recent M-PACT Show were Jim Becker, Regional Manager - Energy &
Transfer, (left) and Corey Jefferson, Application Technician.

Waiting to greet them were representatives from Blackmer®,
which had on display at its booth a number of technologies
that have been designed to optimize handling of petroleum
products and other vehicle-related liquids, such as Diesel
Exhaust Fluid. Specifically, Blackmer offered booth visitors
a glimpse at its TX Series and STX-DEF Series Sliding Vane
Pump technologies.

Blackmer® highlighted its TX Series pumps at the recent M-PACT Show.

New Faces at
Blackmer®...

Trade Show Schedule
Below is the current list of Industry Trade Shows
or Meetings that Blackmer® will be attending or
hosting in the upcoming months.

34th Annual International Operating Conference
& Trade Show (ILTA)
June 2-4 • Houston, TX

Vasile Gosman

Mike Lucan

Metallurgist

Foundry Segment
Manager

Process
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Energy

Military & Marine
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